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Abstract—Corrective feedback (CF) in writing classes has been a central issue in the field of SLA. Various 

SLA studies recommended that raising the awareness towards EFL students' perceptions and attitudes of CF 

practices might lead to more effective learning of writing skills and more successful teaching methods in the L2 

classroom (Ellis, 2009; Ferris, 2007; Lee, 1997; Pawlak, 2014). The present paper proposes a new perspective 

towards the use of CF practices in writing classes at the Saudi EFL context. The study, therefore, aims at 

collecting necessary data on students' attitudes towards the proposed practices of CF and finding out whether 

such practices would be positively or negatively perceived by students. It also aims at finding out whether or 

not such practices are beneficial for students. The results showed approval on the use of the proposed practices 

of CF among the majority of participants. Participants were motivated and exhibited patent ability for self-

correction. 

 

Index Terms—error correction, corrective feedback, explicit correction, L2 writing  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Though it has been documented that EFL/ESL students did appreciate and value their teachers' attempt to correct 

their errors (Leki, 1991; Zhang, 1999), it has been widely observed by teachers and stakeholders that many EFL Saudi 

students found writing assignments boring and overwhelming. What could justify such a predicament is the fact that 

many EFL teachers mechanically and explicitly correct their students' errors while writing harsh comments that 

scattered all over their writing sheets. A question that poses itself here, is whether or not students will benefit from such 

overwhelming corrective feedback. Besides, approaching students' language performance in writing using one-way 

strict evaluation and systematically assigning marks may result in putting students at irremediable disadvantages. It may 
also drift them away from the learning processes that students are supposed to experience and internalize.  That could 

be why some SLA researchers strongly argued that error correction followed by feedback had few positive effects on 

students' development of L2 grammar and writing accuracy (Kepner, 1991; Semke,1984; Sheppard, 1992; Truscott, 

2007) 

Despite the fact that CF is an immediate concern and a part of teachers' job in writing classes, EFL Saudi students 

continue to make mistakes regardless of how many times their errors have been dealt with by their teachers.  The same 

phenomenon was noticed in ESL classes too (Semke, 1984; Sheppard,1992; Kepner,1991). 

Teachers usually correct errors by writing the proper grammatical or lexical form on students' writing papers. Many 

students, on the other hand, are no longer interested in considering the comments or correction written on their 

assignments particularly if these assignments had already been allocated to low marks. This could also be one of the 

reasons that lies behind students' resistance against benefiting from the way their teachers approach their assignments.  

They might feel that there is no avail in taking a step further in enhancing their writing skills particularly if they 
repeatedly commit mistakes and are assigned low marks. Therefore, as suggested by Hyland (2003), written feedback 

that teachers provided on their students’ writing should be “more than marks on a page” (p. 184).  

Correcting every single error in students' compositions may not be practical or beneficial after all.  It may widen the 

gap between teachers' correction and the way this correction is perceived by students and the extent to which this CF is 

positive or negative. According to Green (1993) and Garrett and Shortall (2002), L2 learners are unable to discriminate 

between what helps or hinders progress towards language learning. Such discrepancy between teachers and students is 

believed to generate unfavorable attitudes on the parts of students while triggering pressure, demotivation and 

frustration. (Garrett & Shortall, 2002; McDonald & Salomone, 2012;Morris & Tarone, 2003; Noels, 2001; Peacock, 

2001; Tse, 2000; Yang, 2010). 

The researcher's stand is that CF in writing classes could either be useful or damaging to students' developmental 

processes in writing in a foreign language. Hence, the study suggests a less threatening mechanism for error correction  
and feedback in writing classes as to enable students better acquire necessary skills for writing in a more productive 

learning environment. Productivity is likely to be seen in students when they are encouraged to take responsibility of 

their own learning.  To put it differently, students can always be prepared to be autonomous learners even it is the 

responsibility of the teachers to guide and correct their drawbacks.  

The study advocates a different approach on how students can positively perceive and appraise CF through 

transferring some of the teachers' responsibility of correcting errors to be in the hands of their own students. It suggests 
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that instead of correcting and commenting on students' errors and mistakes in writing, those errors can only be pointed 

out by teachers. Students, then, can undertake the process of correction themselves and then returned their assignments 

back to their teachers to be discussed, guided or partially corrected.  

The following literature review will discuss the issue of corrective feedback (CF) from an SLA perspective. It will 

look at the differences in teachers’ and students’ perceived roles of CF in the L2 classroom, the impact of CF on L2 

learning and the differing stances of CF. 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A.  Teachers’ and Students’ Perceived Roles of CF 

Numerous researchers (McCargar, 1993; Miley & Gonsalves, 2003; Noels, 2001; Peacock, 2001; Schulz, 2001) 

noted that there is often a perceptual mismatch between L2 students and their teachers of what is facilitative and 

effective in terms of language teaching and learning. More often, problems in L2 acquisition may arise as a result of 

such differing views on the part of the students as well as the teachers (Green, 1993; Schulz, 2001).  

Further, Noels et al. (1999)  found that when students view their teachers as controlling and not supporting their 

autonomy are more likely to be demotivated, more anxious and less interested in continuing studying the language.  

Other researchers found that when CF is not matching with the students' perceptions of what is effective produced 

different levels of negative feelings in students (Garrett & Shortall, 2002; Green, 1993; Morris & Tarone, 2003). Hyland 
(2000) in her work of ESL writers and their perceptions of teacher feedback, suggested that teachers should encourage 

their students to accept greater responsibility over their written work.  

Lasagabaster and Sierra (2005) investigated the role of explicit CF in facilitating language learning and the perceived 

role of CF by students. The researchers concluded that students failed to recognize a significant number of their 

teachers' corrections. They also found that both teachers and students agreed that CF was more effective when given 

ample time and sufficient explanations.  Silver and Lee (2007) found that students respond more effectively to feedback 

in the form of advice than when it stems from criticism or praise. According to Silver and Lee (2007), “advice 

effectively communicates to students the defining role of the teacher as a mentor or a facilitator rather than a critic or an 

evaluator” (p. 40). Straub’s (1997) study also found that students responded positively to feedback that offered help or 

direction.  

As discussed above, many SLA research that investigated the students and teachers' perceived role of written 

feedback suggested that a less controlling role of teachers to CF and some ownership for students over their written 
work would have a more facilitative role towards better language learning. On the other end of the continuum, many 

SLA researchers claimed that CF in both written and spoken language is valued and seen as a necessary technique by 

many L2 students who generally rated CF as a better tool than other types such as peer correction (Green, 1993; 

McCargar, 1993 Peacock, 2001; Schulz, 2001).   

Ancker (2000) compared teachers' and students' perceptions on error correction. Although, teachers did not use 

redundant explicit feedback, encourage peer editing and self-correction, students expressed their preference to only 

teachers' explicit feedback, modeling and repetition. Hyland and Hyland (2001) examined students’ and teachers’ 

perceptions of different forms of written feedback (i.e., praise, criticism, and suggestion). They found that there is 

significant contradiction in perceptions between students and teachers and obvious variation that existed between 

students and students themselves. 

Overall, it seems that despite the differing views on how teachers vs students perceive CF, the conclusion to be 
drawn here is that CF was valued by all students. 

B.  The Impact of CF on L2 Learning 

Corrective feedback has been one of the most debated issues in SLA. Many SLA studies have pinpointed its 

necessity and how it can be best exploited in instructed L2 classrooms.  ( Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005; Ellis, 

2009; Ferris, 2011; Lyster, Lightbown, & Spada, 1999; Mantello, 1997; Pica, 1994; Schultz, 2001; Truscott, 1996; 

Truscott, 1999a; Truscott, 1999b). Although, CF is viewed as necessary to better acquisition of L2, older SLA studies 
clearly showed that there is a positive relation between teachers' amount of CF and lower gains on the part of students 

(McCargar,1993; DeKeyser,1993, Truscott, 1996, 1999a). 

In contrast, others claimed that CF is an effective tool for the L2 classroom suggesting that teachers need to consider 

students’ natural order of acquisition as well as their level of readiness to acquire particular structures (Lightbown & 

Spada, 1999b; Lyster et al., 1999).  

Some studies of second and foreign language in academic contexts revealed students' strong tendency for form-

focused feedback on all their errors (Ellis et al., 2001; Hyland, 2003; Leki, 1991). Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) 

proposed that such preference is due to two major factors: (a) learners' view of language as a form of practice (b) 

Teachers' priority given to form. Such studies also revealed that L2 students were very keen about using English 

correctly and traditionally while expecting their teachers to automatically respond to their written errors (Ferris, 2007; 

Lasagabaster & Sierra, 2005 ). Others claimed that due to students' past experience in language classrooms they 
expected attention to be given to grammar correction in the classroom (Ferris,2011; Lee, 2004; Porte, 1997; Truscott, 
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1999b). Noels et al. (1999) suggested that students tend to view CF as productive not as judgmental while rating explicit 

correction as the most favorable type of feedback 

The issue of CF seems to generate lots of controversy taking into account the conflicting results and different views 

of the practicality of CF in the ESL/EFL contexts. Those in favor of error correction reflect merely students' agreement 

to the importance of it but not their actual preferences or needs. Moreover, many studies confirmed that teachers' 

feedback failed to improve students' accuracy in writing. And that despite the emphasis placed on error correction by 

both teachers and students, students still make the same mistakes even if they are corrected several times on different 

occasions (Kepner, 1991; Loewen, et., al; 2009; Semke,1984; Sheppard,1992). This does not necessarily mean to 

altogether abandon CF in writing classes as ineffective and harmful to students (Truscott (1996). Rather it would be 

wiser to consider either changing teachers' practices or meeting students' preferences or both (Tarone & Yule, 1985; 

Schulz, 2001).  
More recent SLA studies, focusing on foreign language pedagogy, admitted the facilitative role of CF in relation to 

how language is learnt in particular from the perspective of interactionists (e.g. task-based instruction-focus on 

form/meaning) and skill-learning approaches. Harmer (2007b) considered feedback globally as, "a crucial part of the 

learning process (p. 127).  Lantolf and Thorne (2007) pointed out that CF as it enhances noticing of forms, leads to 

output modification and triggers self-regulation. In the same vein, other researchers recommended the use of specific 

types of CF and under certain conditions to integrate meaning and form (Savignon, 2005; Littlewood, 2011; Ellis, 

2005b; Noris, 2009; Robinson, 2011; Lyster, 2011).  

C.  SLA Approaches to Corrective Feedback 

Unfortunately, many teachers view error correction as globally accepted and unquestionable. In the EFL context, 

students may indeed contribute towards more effective and pedagogical CF if consulted. Hence, there is a great need to 

delve into the issue of CF and find specific corrective techniques and practices to effectively deal with students' errors 

(Pawlak, 2014). Bridging the gap in perceptions of the type of feedback to be used and how frequently to be provided is 

a major concern in the SLA literature.  

Many studies, however, claimed that implicit feedback coupled with verbal conferencing can help students in writing 

classes more than any other type of feedback. This is because students can pay more attention to errors, be guided about 

the rules and given an opportunity to self-correct their errors (Ferris, 2011; Lee, 2004; Leki, 1991).  

Hyland and Hyland’s (2001) study on teachers’ feedback on writing acclaimed the students 'needs and preferences 
and called for the need to change practices of CF accordingly. Noels (2001) claimed that by acknowledging students' 

preferences and needs, they will ultimately view CF as a positive technique and that could minimize any negative or 

affective results that may originate from CF. Hyland (2003) advised teachers to undertake corrective feedback while 

illustrating to students that they are all participants in the process of error correction. Peacock (2001) asserted that 

teachers should incorporate different strategies of error correction in relation to the preferences of the students 

irrespective of their level of agreement with the teacher. He also recommended that such strategies should address the 

expectations of all or most students as it is unfeasible to adapt corrective feedback to all students' preferences and styles 

within the same class. Yates and Jenkel (2002) claimed that the teacher should presuppose the students' perceptions of 

CF when commenting on their writing.  However, the researchers' views were basically addressing the students' 

linguistic input rather than their needs.  

As for what type of errors should be treated first, Ferris (1999) distinguished between treatable errors and untreatable 
errors suggesting that not all errors are to be congruently treated the same.  For instance, some types of errors can easily 

be noticed and corrected such as subject-verb agreement, article usage, noun pluralization and spelling, while errors 

resulted from word choice and idiomatic usage can be challenging (Ferris, 2007; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Lee, 1997). 

This view suggested that teachers can selectively correct errors rather than expansively. However, selective error 

treatment might not be appealing to many EFL teachers. This is because teachers are traditionally used to one way 

comprehensive error treatment and that many students themselves might not tolerate their teachers' abandonment of 

correcting particular errors (Hyland, & Hyland, 2001). Therefore, as Hyland (2003) suggested that teachers should 

negotiate with their students the outcomes of CF techniques specifically set for the students.  

In light of this comparison of the recommendations found in the literature with regard to CF, it seems that they are 

not contradictory nor are they in total agreement. However, most recommendations differ only on the way they 

approach CF whether in the ESL or EFL educational settings. Yet, most researchers agree that CF is central to the 

second and foreign language pedagogy. This study shares the same views pertaining the necessity and the facilitative 
role of corrective feedback for L2 students with an aim at generating more productive and effective practices for error 

correction in the EFL classroom. Further, this study is also an attempt to bridge the gap between both teachers and 

students' perceptions of CF by engaging students in the process of correcting their errors and under the guidance of their 

teachers. The following is a detailed account of the procedures to be followed for this study. 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

A.  Participants 
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Sixty students were chosen randomly and were asked to reflect upon their views of the way their teacher correct their 

writing composition in writing class (2). They have had writing class (1) with the same instructor. Their language levels 

are between beginners and high intermediate.    

B.  Design 

The questionnaire, by means of a five point likert-scale, was devised to examine Saudi EFL students' attitudes 
towards their teachers' new practices of corrective feedback suggested in this study. The questionnaire included twelve 

statements along with a space at the end for students to add any further comments.  The questionnaire's statements were 

simple and direct in order to elicit practical values and informative views from students towards their teacher's new 

practices of corrective feedback.  The respondents were asked to express either agreement or disagreement attitudes 

towards the item in question.  

Each statement was given a numerical score to represent its degree of attitudinal approval. The items were carefully 

stated to avoid any unfairness or bias in favor of either sides of the likert scale. Students were previously informed that 

their identities would remain anonymous in order to confidently describe their stances. Further, the researcher 

conducted group conferences with the participants after the questionnaire was carried out. The aim was to reduce any 

leniency or preference on the part of the participants and to elicit more responses in case the questionnaire 

underrepresent other informative aspects of students' experiences. 

C.  Procedure 

The questionnaire was carried out towards the end of the semester in writing class (2) The participants have had 

already one class in writing (writing class1). They had the same instructor in both writing classes (1) and (2). For the 

purpose of this study, the instructor was requested to alter his policy of corrective feedback used in previous writing 

classes. He was informed to consider and incorporate the following guidelines: 

1 The instructor need to acknowledge his students' attitudes towards CF and discuss with them the goals for CF 
practices to be used (Ellis, 2009). 

2 The instructor can only point out students' local / global errors preferably by underlining rather than circling. 

3 Explicit correction can be used sparingly when there are instances of potentially difficult global errors that might 

affect the overall meaning of sentences.  Therefore, the instructor should use a wide variety of feedback alternatives. 

Similar to what is suggested by Ellis (2009), the instructor can "start with a relatively implicit form of correction (e.g., 

simply indicating that there is an error) and, if the learner is unable to self-correct, to move to a more explicit form 

(e.g., a direct correction)" (P.13). 

4 The instructor needs to train students to correct their own errors.     

5 Students should have ample time in class for self-correction by examining, evaluating and correcting their errors to 

the best of their previous and existing knowledge of grammar, word choice and meaning. According to Ellis, (2009), 

"Teachers need to create space following the corrective move for learners to uptake the correction … learners need the 
opportunity to attend to the corrections and revise their writing" (P.13). 

6 At the same time, the instructor should be all set to answer and discuss students' queries and suggestions pertaining 

their errors inside the classroom. 

7 The instructor may allow student themselves initiate negotiating their errors from time to time.  

8 The instructor needs to appreciate students' progress and regularly make positive comments on their performance . 

9 The instructor should adapt his practices of CF and ensure that such practices are not a source for anxiety among 

students (Ellis, 2009).   

The above guidelines are meant to familiarize students with the proposed techniques of CF in this study that they are 

not used to and to examine the effectiveness of such techniques and their usability and practicality in the L2 classroom. 

Further, they are not to be imposed on teachers as mandatories. Rather, they are prepositions that are adaptive and 

debatable (Ellis, 2009).   

Pertaining, the questionnaire, the participants were informed that they could ask questions whenever they found 
difficulty understanding the survey statements. The participants were encouraged to give thoughtful responses to the 

survey. They were also told to report on any other thoughts they might have via emails. The aim was to lessen the 

pressure that could result from being involved in such task and to eliminate any feelings on their part of judging their 

own teachers  

Besides, to minimize the possibility of students asking others to help them correct their errors, students are allowed to 

work on their errors only inside the classroom while revising their composition with peers or/and their instructor. 

IV.  DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

For the present study, higher means show the positive side of the likert scale and indicate more positive attitudes on 

the part of the students towards some or all of their teacher's new practices of CF on their writing composition. As 

stated above the new practices used for this study entail the involvement of the students in correcting and discussing 

their errors in writing.  On the other hand, lower means show negative attitudes suggesting that students are not in favor 
of some or all of their teacher's new approach of error correction.  
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As shown in table (1) items from 2 to 7 constitute substantial significance towards more positive attitudes of the 

teacher's new practices of EC as their means are (4.65 - 4.05 - 4.00- 4.33- 4.6 – 4.5) respectively.   

Such agreement among participants does contribute significantly to the overall impression of learners with regard to 

most of their teachers' new practices of CF. This is evident considering the higher means of items 2 to 7 which lead to 

the conclusion that EFL Saudi students showed positive attitudes towards the use of the suggested new practices of CF 

proposed in the present study.  

On the other hand, item1 has a lower mean of 1.66 compared to other means on the likert scale. This mean as 

indicated above does constitute a substantial significance towards the negative side of the Likert scale. Item1 is the only 

item that shows negative attitudes towards whether or not the new CF practices are suitable to all students. The majority 

of students disagree that such practices  could be suitable to all students. 
 

TABLE I 

ITEMS SHOWING THE EXTENT TO WHICH SAUDI STUDENTS AGREE/DISAGREE WITH THEIR TEACHER'S NEW PRACTICES OF ERROR CORRECTION. 
 Strongly 

Disagree  (1) 

Disagree 

(2) 

Undecided 

(3) 

Agree 

(4) 

Strongly agree 

(5) 

1. I think that my teacher's new way of error 

correction is suitable for all students. 

     

2. I feel more interested and motivated in correcting 

my errors with the help of my teacher or 

classmates. 

     

3. I prefer my errors to only be pointed out by my 

teacher 

     

4. I like to be given a chance to correct my errors 

that are pointed out by my teacher 

     

5. Discussing my errors with my teacher help me 

better understand my errors 

     

6. Peer editing of writing compositions with my 

classmates is useful 

     

7.  I feel disappointed when my composition is full 

of corrections 

     

 

TABLE II 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF 5-POINT LIKERT-SCALE ITEMS FROM ITEM 1 TO ITEM 7: (N:60) 

Item Mean Standard deviation 

1 1.6 0.66 

2 4.65 0.51 

3 4.05 0.69 

4 4.00 0.80 

5 4.33 0.59 

6 4.6 0.48 

7 4.5 0.50 

 

Upon group interviews with students to speculate more on their opinion on the suggested practices of CF, it was 

found that high achievers were coping very well with the new practices of CF. On the other hand, although, lower 

achievers like their teachers to proceed with the new practices of CF, they sometimes felt that they are left behind as 

they are slower learners. Further, low achiever found it unfair to be given the same chance and time for correcting 

mistakes considering that high achievers are faster and more proficient in approaching errors of their writing. This could 

be why item 1 has lower means showing that most high/ low achievers generally do not think CF is suitable for all 

students considering their varying levels.  Henceforth, it should be suggested that such practices need to be 

implemented gradually so all students can have sufficient time for revising and practicing the grammatical functions 

they were exposed to in their earlier and current grammar and writing classes.  

Interviewing the instructor of the course, it was found that students were remarkably able to edit most of the errors 
pointed out by their teachers. This is concurrent with previous SLA studies where students were given opportunities to 

correct their errors on their own (Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Lee, 2004; Yang, 2010). This ability was developed and 

enriched after several and regular attempts of students correcting their errors either on their own or with the help of their 

peers or/and their teachers. Such experiences are to be expected considering the fact that students already have the 

knowledge of basic grammatical forms and that they are applying these forms in their own writing. Thus, what is 

missing is merely practicing and trying out such linguistic and grammatical forms.   

Thus, based on the students' attitudes and their performance on correcting their own errors, the implication to be 

withdrawn here is that Saudi students need to be engaged in the process of error correction while fully considering their 

varying levels and needs and ensuring their total involvement and commitment to the task in hand. The writing 

instructors should, therefore, be encouraged to include such practices in their writing classes and utilize these practices 

to its utmost effect by means of complementary procedures such as error discussion and analysis, grammar exercises, 
individual and group conferences, and drawing students' attention to specific forms of the target language. 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

The research findings clearly revealed that the suggested new practices of CF are to be, though considerately, 

incorporated in the Saudi EFL context. Issues such as students' varying levels, lack of knowledge and/or practice of 

particular grammatical forms, students' prior beliefs of CF and the deep-rooted teacher-centered approach are all to be 

considered and dealt with for easing the process of implementing such practices in the EFL writing classes. 

However, given the tendencies discussed in the present study, further investigation is definitely needed to 

approximate the differing attitudes and perceptions among students, teachers and stakeholders as to what is a more 

effective approach of CF. This is because such beliefs of CF is primarily based on teachers and students' prior 

experiences and shared values manifested persistently in their educational settings. In order to deal with this 

predicament and approximate the incongruent beliefs, some exploratory and adaptive action must be undertaken 

considering the setting where CF is introduced.  
To conclude, the present study is not meant for critiquing current EFL teachers' CF practices. Rather, it is a wakeup 

call to appreciate students' views of CF as they are reflections of their current needs in L2 writing. 
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